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This paper briefly discusses the need for
electrically siiort antennas in the combat maneuver
units of the modern field army. A brief history of
the work done in the field of helical antennas is
presented. An approximate mathematical development is
presented which describes the radiation fields of the
thin normal mode helical antenna. From the radiation
fields, the equations for the polarization ratio and
the radiation resistance are developed. A possible
design for a tactical VHF - FM antenna to cover the
frequency range 30-76 MHZ is presented. The design
technique is discussed in detail and a calculator
program for computing the input impedance is given.
The results of experimental testing are presented and
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In modern Army communications, the radio is used
extensively. It is used in the millimeter wave and
microwave region for satellite link communicarions. It is
used at U HF for air to air voice, air to ground voice and
multichannel telephone communications. At VHP and HF it is
used primarily for tactical single channel voice or teletype
communications. With modern camouflage techniques, very
often the most difficult items of a command post to hide are
the radio antennas so necessary to the command, control and
fire direction of the unit. There are many reasons for this
difficulty including the large number of rhese antennas and
their large size at HF and low VHF . This paper concerns
itself only with an attempt to reduce the size of these
antennas.
It is possible with a highly mobile infantry battalion,
to run the command post from the back of a jeep or smaller
vehicle with only one or two radios. Even in a desert
environment it is possible to hide this vehicle behind a
small sand dune. It can be camouflaged against sight, sound
and infrared from all directions including the air. The
problem then becomes what to do with the radio antennas, the
shortest of which rises 8-10 feet above the command post
vehicle.
.
Because of the limited transmitter power and
limited amounts of coaxial cable available, it is not
possible to move the antefinas a safe distance away from the

radios. The next best solution is to make the antennas
smaiier and thus easier to hide.
B. HISTORY AND PUSPOSE
The study of electrically small antennas has increased
steadily since about 1947 when Wheeler [Ref. 26] published
his paper on electrically small antennas. Work proceeded in
many directions, however Kraus [Ref. 11] in 1949
investigated the helical antenna. This paper beiefly
touched on rhe normal mode helix, but was mostly concerned
with the axial or beam mode. In 1953, Kandoian and Sichak
[fief. 10] reported rheir findings on frequency tunable
normal mode helical antennas and Chatter jee [Ref. 5]
reported his findings on the conical helix. In 1958, Li
[Refs. 14 and 15] authored two papers on the normal mode
helical antenna. These papers suggested that a hign
efficiency antenna could be constructed and matched to a 50
ohm line for HP and low VHF frequencies. In 1964, Lain
[Ref. 13] further investigated the normal mode helix and
showed that several modes of radiation were possible from a
single normal mode helix. About this time, the U.S. Army
became interested in the use of small antennas. In 1965,
Czerwinski [Ref. 6] reported on a method to shorten the
standard mobile whip antenna by approximately 50%, Between
1965 and 1968, the EC3M labs [Ref. 22] worked on a design
for a compact helical antenna for army helicopters. In
1976, ECOil held a conference [Ref. 7] on electrically small
antennas. At this conference, the need for electrically
small, efficient, rugged antennas for use by tactical units
of the U.S. Army was again pointed out. The U.S. Navy had
also been investigating the use of helical antennas as a
means of improving shipboard communications and space
utilization. In 1970, Smith [Ref. 20] reported on the

radiation efficiency of helical antennas and in 1971, [Eef.
21 ] on the proximity effect caused by parallel conductors.
In 1974, Rockway [Refs. 17 and 18] reported on tne Navy's
efforts to develop a tunable normal mode helical antenna for
shipboard use.
In all of these studies, the recuring problems are that
the helix is a high Q circuit element and therefore narrow
band which limits the usable frequency range and that the
normal mode helix has a very low radiation resistance which
leads to very low radiation efficiency and complicated
matching networks. Li suggested that the second problem
could be overcome by exciting the helix as a folded dipoxe
or unipole. This would also increase the bandwidth
somewhat. Kandoian and Sichak suggested overcoming the
first problem by using a variable tap point on the helix.
This approach was used by the Army in their helicopter
antenna. It is felt that using both of these methods at the
same time has not been adequately investigated and that they
may prove to be a workable solution to the problem of an
electrically small, efficient, tactical antenna for HF and
low VHF.
It is the purpose of this paper to discuss the design
and testing of a folded monopole helical normal mode antenna
with a nominal radiation resistance and input resistance of
50 ohms. The criteria for the design are that the antenna
cover tne frequency range 30 - 76 MHZ, be no more than 24
inches in height and be self-resonant or nearly so. The
rest of the paper is divided into four parts. The first
part is the mathematical development wnich provides a basis
for the development of the model. The second part is a
description of the model including calculator program for
the theoretical input impedance. The third is the




In this section, the matheraaticai Jsasis for the model is
developed. The mathematics of a single electrical dipole
antenna and a single magnetic dipole (current loop) antenna
are developed. All the fundamental equations are developed
from Maxwells Equations and the Biot-Savart Law. Wave
propagation in free space is assumed. After developing the
field equations for these antennas, the assumption is made
that the thin helical antenna can be approximmated by a
series of alternating electric and magnetic dipole antennas.
Using this assumption, the fields for the thin helical
antenna are found. From these field equations, the
equations for radiation resistance and polarization ratio
(axial ratio) are derived. A statement of the theoretical
input impedance was derived by Li [Ref. 14] and is given
without proof.
A. RADIATION FIELDS FROM AN ELECTRIC DIPOLE
Refer to figure 1.
- - A 2
From the Biot-Savart Law: dH = Idl x r/4 r (E-1)




r cos© = z
r sin 9




dB = )i Idl X r/4 r or
o
_>. Taa^ a2a
B = (u /iTr) I Idzk X r/r = u Ilj2^/aTrr = B
o J ' o
Since ^ x A = b" then B = ( ^ A /c) z) - ( ^A / ^ r)
fif r z
Since the current I is constrained t.o flow in the z
direction, there is only a z component of A, (A = A = 0)
r
[Hef. 4]
therefore B^ = -A /r or A = B dr thus
z ^ z
A = - (u Il/4rr) I dr/r = u Il/4frr or
z ' o J ' o





.Next set I = I e and convert to spherical
oAAA
coordinates. k = cos-9-r - sin66-
^ :iw (t-r/v) A A
Therefore A = u I le (cosO-r - smdO) or
o o
t = A (coser - sinee) (E-i)
z
but A cos9 = A and -A sin9 = A , thus A = A r + A 9
z r z 9 r 9
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H = (1/u ) {(r/r sin6)[-^(-rA sin9)/c)0}
' o z
-(9/rsin9)[ c) (-A cosO) /S ]
z
+ (J0/r) C {^ (rA sin9)/3r} - 3 (A cos9)/c)0 ]}
In this expression, the first two terms are derivatives
of constants and therefore equal to zero which leaves only:




(V)i r)[ { 3(-rA sin9)/c)r} -





H = (I l/4Tr) e sinOC (jw/rv) + 1/r ] (E-U)
o
from Maxwells e-iuations:
= OD/ Ot =^7 X H CJD/O jw £ E or E = (1/jw £ ) ( ^:7 x H)
o o
^ 2 A A
r/r sin9 9/rsin0 j2i/r
E = (Vjw & )
o




where H = H =
r e
E = (1/jw£ ) { (r/r sin9)[ c)(rH sine) / c) 8 ]
o
- (9/rsin9) [ c)(rH sin9)/c)r]}
substituting for H from equation (E-4) and solving for E
r
and E separately yields:
8
2
E = (1/j wg r sine)[ (jw/rv)
r o
+ (1/r ) ](rl 1/4) e
o
jw(t - r/v)
[ o)(sin 9) / 5e]
but sin e = 1/2 - (1/2)cos29 and c)(cos29)/d9 = -2sin29 and
sin29 = 2sin6cose
so 0(sin 9)/c)e = - (1/2) (-2) 2sin9cos9 thus:
jw (t-r/v) 2 3
E = (I l/2Tre )s cosBC (1/r V) - (j/wr ) ]
r o o
2 jwt






[ (jw/rv) + (1/r ) J}/3r
2 -jwr/v
]/ C^r = (w/v) e
where
c)[ j (w/v) e
--S -jwr/v --^ -jwr/v 2





sine/UTre }[- (jw/rv )+(j/wr )-(1/r v) ]
o
(E-6)
To summarize and put the equations in a more conventional
jwt
form use f^ = w/v and delete e . This yields:





-j /2 r 2 2
E = I le ' sine/U-rr e Jw^I-/? + (j5/r) + (1/r ) ]
9 o o '
(E-8)
fl = I le ^ [ sine/4-frr][ j^ + (l/r) ] (E-9)
B. RADIATION FIELDS FfiOli A MAGNETIC DIPOLE
Refer to figure 2.




_i. _^ -^ ^ A
R = r - a and r = rsine(sinj^j + cosyfi) + rcos8k.
and a = acosjS'i • asinj3'j therefore
R = (rsinOcosO - acosO')i + (rsinOsinO - asinO')j + rcosOk
,^22222 222
JRl = (r sin 9cos ;0 + a cos >^ ' -2arsin6cos0cosj0 • +r sin 9sin
2 2 2 2 1/2
+ a sin j3-2arsin6sin0sin0 '+r cos 9)
which reduces to:
2 2 1/2|r|= [r +a -2arsin9 {cosj3cos0 • +sin0sin0' ) J
or
9 9 1 /9
|r| = [r +a -2arsin9cos(0-0') ]
(M-1)
Let point P be in the xz - plane then = and cos(-0') =
COS0 ' . Therefore equation (M-1) becomes
2 2 1/2
|r| = (r +a -2arsin9cos0')
jw(t-R/v) j {vt-/S R)






Figure 2 - MAGNETIC DIPOLE GEOMETRY
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or in phdsor lorm with e understood I = I a
o
therefore dA = {iil /4ir ) I (e di/ R)






or |R| = r[ 1-2(d/r) sinecos)^'
]
This can be approximated using the first two teras of the
binomial series expansion of (1-x)
n 2 3
(1-x) = 1-nx+j;n(n-1) X /2 ]-[ n (n- 1) (n-2) x ]/3 ]+...
IRJ c;^ r {1- (1/2)[ 2 (a/r) sinGcose* ]} = r[ 1- (a/r) sin9cose • ]
therefore
-^ if "DiSi^C 1" (a/r) sin Gcos/' ] _»- ,




e can be approximated by using the series
X 2
expansion for e and again ignoring a and higher powers.
X 2 3
€
= 1+X+ (X /2 ) + (X /3 ) +. , .




::;[^ 1 + jiSasin9cosj2^'
.
Now [ 1- (a/r) sin9cos0* ] can be approximated using the first
-1




thus [ 1- (a/r) sin9cos0' ] rtr [ 1+ (V^) sin9cosja' ]
Substituting all this back: into Eqn (M-2) gives:
dA = (ul /^rr) f (1+j^asin9cos0') [ 1+ (a/r) sinecos^' ]e ""' dl/r
An expression for dl is now needed. Refer to figure 3 which




Figure 3 - APPROXIMATION FOR DL
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dA = (ul ae /Urr)
o
2ir
asin9cosj2(» + (a/r) sinQcosji*
2 2 2 A. A
+ j(^ a /r)sin ecos 0' ] (cos|^» j-sin0»i) d0'
2
Once again an approximation is made by ignoring the a term.
dA = (ul ae
o
-j/?r
[co/j?" j'-si/fijZl'i + j^asinecos jS^'j"
- ^ ^
2 a 1^ ^ ^
+ (a/r) sin9cos 0' j- j/2asin 9cpfsj2fsinja(' i
+ (a/r) sin996s0 •sin0'i ]dj2f •
The indicated terms integrate to zero when integrated
over one complete period. The equation can be further
reduced using the trig idenity:
2
^ .
cos X = [ (1/2) +cos2x/2 ] (cos20* integrates to zero)
2 -j^r /r,
dA = (juI a e /Utfr) sin9[ j^+ (1/r) ]l jdj2^'/2 and since point
P was assumed to be m the xz-plane, then j = and
therefore
2 -j/3r A
A = [ul (^a ) e /4n'r ]sin9[ jjfi+ (1/r) ]0
o
H = (^xA)/;i = 0/ji)
r/r sin9 9/rsin9 0/r
S/c)r ^/c)9 C)/^j2f
rA sin9
H = (l/ur sin9) ^ (r A^sin9) / c) 9 and
r









using the trig identity sin x = 1/2 - (1/2) cos2x
^(sin 0) / c) = (-1/2) (-sin2e) (2) = 3in2e
from another trig identity sin29 = 2sin9cosd
2 -j^r 2
therefore H = I (tra )€ cos0 (j(S+ ( 1/r) } /2'TYt (M-4)
r o
'
N 2 2 -jAr ^
H = (-1/ursin0) dCrsin 9ul (^a )e ^ [ j5+ ( 1/r) ]/4^r} / c) r
'
' o
= C-I (fra )sin9/Ufi'r] o){e [ j|2+ ( 1/r) ]} / c) r
o
= [-1 (ira )sin0/4Trr]{j/?(-jfi)e ^ +[r(-j/^)3 ^ -e ' yr }
= [-1 (^ )sin9/4^r]e "''^^{^ - (j|2/r) - ( 1/r )}
o
'
2 -jj&r 2 2
H = [I ^a )3in9e /4'frr]{(1/r ) + (j'?/r)-/3 }
8 o '
^XH = J+ 3D/c)t = p^ £c)t/ 9t = jwil"
E = (1/jwe)
A 2 A A
r/r sin0 0/rsin6 0/r




E= (1/jw£) £- (r/r sin9)[ ^ (rH )/ ^j^]
(M-5)
+ (9/r3in9)[ S>(H )/2)jZl]
(^/r)C 9 (rH )/c)r - c)(H ) /3 8])
9 r
E = E and E = (1/jw£r)[ 3 (rH )/3r - c> {H )/c)Q]
j3 9 r
^(rH )/?r=[I (TTa ) sin9/4ir] ( 3/ 3 r) (e "^^^[(l/r ) + (j^/r)-/? ]}
9 o
2 -i'2r 2 2 -j6'r










[-(2/r )-(j /r ) ]}
^ -^ 2 -j/2r 2 2 ^3
c)(rH )/dr=[I (ira ) sine/4iv]e ((-2j|Vr ) + (jS/r)+ji2
9 o '
-(2/r J- (jyS/r )} (M-6)
\ N 2 -j^r 2 3 N. %(9(H)/d9=l trra ) e {(j5/r) + 1/r } [ c* (cos9) / d 9 ]
r o
-^
-s 2 -j/^r 2 3
^'(H )/c) 9=[ I (-rra )e /4<r]sin9 { (-2 j/3/r ) - (2/r )} (M-7)
r o
therefore:
2 -jSr 2 3




or by substitution of p = (w/v) and v = 1/ji£ the
following is obtained
2 -j^r
E =[-3w;iI (ira )e sin9/4irr ] {j^ + ( 1/r) } (M-3)
j3 o
The following is a summary of the field equations for
the electric and magnetic diploes.
-jiSr 2
E =[I le ^ cos9/2-rrjw£r ]{j/S+(1/r)} (E-7)
r o
-3ftr 2 2
E =[I le sin9/4^jw£r]{ -/2 + ( j/5/r) + ( 1/r )} (E-8)
9 o
-j^r
H =[I le sing/a-rr-r ]{jfi+ (1/r)} (E-9)
(at o
2 -ji?r 2
H =[ I (TTa ) e ^ cose/2irr ]{j/3+(1/r)} (M-4)
r o
H^=[I (-ffa )e -'^ ^ si n9/4frr ]£-,(? + ( j/?/r) + ( 1/r )) (M-5)
9 o
2 -jjffr
E =[-jwul (>rra ) e ^ sin9/4frr ] { j/9+ (1/r) } (M-8)
j3 ' o
It should be noted how similar the fields are and by




w = v/9 =/3/-^ and />( =
-{JTI
-Ji2r 2
E =£//)! le ^ cos0/2^j|$r J{j^+(1/r)) (E-7)
r * o
E =MI le ^ sine/2irj/?r](-^ +(j^/r)+(1/r )} (E-3)
9 (. o




E =-j/?i?[I (^ )e ^ sine/UiYr ]{jj2+(1/r)} (M-8)
To determine the far field equations it must be realized
2 3
that for r very large, the 1/r and ^/r terms become
insignificant in relationship to the 1/r terms. This can
also be strictly proven by use of Poyntings Theorem. With
this in mind, equations E-7, E-8, E-9, M-4, M-5, and M-8 for




E = [/wl le ^ sin0/4Tr3(j/^/r) (E-8)
v- o
-jfir













E = £-^1 dra ) e ^ sin0/4fr](^ /r) (M-8)
By Poyntings Theorem, Power = P = ReJlExH" . This will





P = I" X "h = (E ) (H ) (9 X 0) = H f
P = (I lsin9/a^)e (/5/r) r (P-1)
o
Magnetic dipoie:
P = E X H = (E ) (H ) (0 X 0) = -/.)H (-r) = .VH r
9 V e < e^22 -jfir 2 2^
P= [I (fva )sin9/4iv] e "^ ( /3 /r) r (P-2)
o
These represent the instaneous power density at point P.
In order to find the total average radiated power these
expressions must be integrated over the surface of a sphere.
S = I / rd9rsin9 d0 = 2fyr J sinG d9
Electric dipoie;
2 2
-2i/3r 2 2 2 2 r^ 3





from a Trig identity: sin = (1/4) (3sin9-sin39)
o
2 2 -2j/?r 2
P(Total )=/»[! 1 e '^ /16i>']/^ {- (3/4) cos9+ (1/12) cos30}
e ^ o
'
2 2 -2j/5r 2-
P (Total ) =yw(l 1 e /12-r)^
Using /| = 120iV and ;^=w/v=2-frf/v=2ir/;i rhe following is obtained
2 2 2 -2j/2r
P(Total ) = aoir I (1/;,) e ' (P-3)
e o
r- 2 j (wt-^r)
and since P (Total ) = (I/V2) R where 1=1 e we get
e o
2 2
R(rad ) = 80ir (I/7) (P-4)
e
Magnetic Dipcle:
P (Total ) =[ (1/2)a7I (fm ) (^ /r) /4ir ]2-fyr fsin 9 d9
23

which by the same process as above reduces to
4 2 2 2 2 j(wt-y8r)
P (Total )=160Tri (-rra /^ ) where l=l e (P^5)
in o
and again since P (Total ) = {l./-n) R we get
m4222 2 2 22
H(rad )=3201V (fTa /-^ ) =80ir (4Tr ) (A/^ ) (P-6)
m
It must be remembered that all of the above development
requires that
r»A , r>>l, r»a, and;i>>2iTa
C. RADIATION RESISTANCE OF ANTENNA
The following discussion is based on the work done by Li
[Sef. 14]. From the previous work it is known that the
radiation resistance of a single turn thin helical antenna
can be approximated by R (rad ) + R (rad ) which is
e m
2 2 2 2 2
R =801T [ (1/;^) +41^ (ii-a /7<) ] (H-1)
rad
A more usual case is a helical antenna of many turns, A
sample figure of a mathematical model based on individual
electric and magnetic dipoles is shown in figure 4. The
current distribution is the same as in the previous work
although it is described in a different manner.
From the previous work it is known that the far electric
field has only 9 and ^ components.
E = [I e '^ l/4'Tr]sine(j/?/r) (E-8)
S o





By substituting (^ = I'^/J and 1 = P these become




E^ =A'HI /2r) (2fKA/;\ )e "^ sin9 (H-3)Co
A




-J/3[ r- (fflLcosG/N) ]
E =/rt(I/2r) (jP//^) e ' • sinGcos (iiM7yN2) (H-4)
m 2 -j/?rr-inLcose/N) ]
E =/y|(I/2r) (2'rrA/;j )e '^ sinGcos (in^/N2) (H-5)
By using only the real part of Eulers relation the
following is obtained:




E = (I/2r) (2tr'A/;^ ) cos(mySLcos9/N)co3 (nKr/N2) e ^ sinG (H-7)
The electric field for the entire antenna is thus:
^^ e m
2 > E 4 E
The sum of the cosine terms can be evaluated using the
following formulas:
a. cosAcosB = (1/2)cos (A-B) -•• (1/2) cos (A + B)
b. ^ cos (ma) = {[sin a( N+1/2) ]/ £ 2sin (a/2) ]} - 1/2
this gives 2 \ cos (mf7/N2) cos (m^LcosG/N) =
25

{sin[ (1+ (1/2N) )T]/2sin (T/2N) } +
{sin[ (1+ (1/2N) )T» ]/2sin (TV2N) } - 1
where T = (-i772)-^Lcos9 and T» = (ir/2) + LcosO.
If N>>1 then the 1/2N terra in the numerator can be ignored
and the sine function in the denominator can be replaced by
its argument. Using these approximatons and (sin a) (sin b)
= (1/2) sin(a+b) + (1/2) sin (a-b) we get
N
2 ^cos (mTr/N2)cos (ffl|3LcosO/N) =
n»=i 2 2
{N cos(/3Lcose)/[ iir/2) -(^LcosG) ]}-1
tiierefor e:
^ A 2 2 -j^r
S =Aj(l/2r)j; {N^cos (^Lcose) /[ (ir/2) -(/3Lcos9) ]}'1]sinee '
[j(£'//)e + 2^(A/X )0] (H-8)
j?rom this equation we can find the axial ratio which
describes the polarization ellipse for the antenna.
,
The
radiation resistance can also be found.
1 . Polarization
em 2 2










P= 0/2)jjExn = n/2) jJ(E x^ )/^
Therefore P" = Iirfc (ExE/2) sinQdG
2 2 r^ 2. 2. 2. 2
E^=(2P/I =2'fr/I ) J(r />^ I /4r >v[)
2 2 2 3
[ {N-frcos(^Lcose)/[ (ir/2) -(y?Lcose) ]}-1] sin 8
2 2 2 2
by letting cos9 = u then du = -sin9 the following results:
2 2 2 2 t^ 2
fl =(^/2) [ (PAT) +4Tr (A//1 ) J l[ {N-frcos/?Lu/[ (^^72)
2 2 2
-(jSLu) ]}-!] (1-u )du
2 2
Let f(u)=N cos/Lu/C (';r/2 - (,SLu) ]
2 -1
= (4N/r)cos^LuC l-(2/?Lu/^) ]
2 4,6,
and expand using cos y = 1- (y /2t) + (y /4i)-(y /6 1 ) + ...
-1 2 3 4
with y = ,(3Lu and (1-x) = 1+x+x +x +x + ...
2
with X = (2^LuAr') . Doing this the following is obtained
2 4
for f(u): f (u)= (aN/rflC 1-.0 94 7(^Lu) +.0033 (pLu) - ...] or
f (u) ri? UN/fv for ^Lu<1
therefore:
2 2 2 2 2
H =(^/2)/v|[ (P/,7) +4ir (A//7 ) ]C(4N/rr)-1] (4/3)
or with some slight simplification:
2 2 2 2 2 2
B =80ir [ (4N/fr) -1 ] [ (P/;) +4^ (A/;) ) ] (H-10)
H (dipole)
It should be noted that the only difference between




term ([ UN/irj-l) . This should not be unexpected since this
term only involves N, the number of turns of wire in the
antenna. This equation can be further simplified if the
helix is very thin (basic assumption) and N»1. In that
2
case R ^t: 1280 (L/;i) . (H-11)
H
It can be shown that for a monopole antenna above a
perfect ground, the power radiated is approximately 1/2 the
power radiated by a dipole in free space. Therefore it
would be expected that R for a monopole would be (1/2)
R
H H
for a dipole. Therefore
R =aOTr^[ (P/;^) +Utr ik/:\ ) ][ (UN/ir) -1 ] (H-12)
H (mono)
Knowing the radiation resistance, the desired
frequency, the axial ratio desired and the loss resistance
of the type of wire to be used it is possible to design a
simple effective helical antenna. A method for doing this
will be described later. A more accurate and more
complicated design method involves considering the actual
theoretical input impedance of the antenna.
The mathematics for deriving the input impedance is
much more complicated and has been worked out by Li and
therefore his results will be accepted and used here.
2
Z = (30/sin AL) (fi//g ) (R + jX) where R and X are asin ^ ^o
follows:
fi = 2cin(/?+/3 ) L-2cin (/?-/? ) L + cos2/3L[2cin(^^-t-,.^ ) L- 2 cin (,?-/? )L
o o o o




+ Si (/?+/? )2L-Si(/?+^ )2L]-(^Vy5)C (^/3) (^/k) (cos/? L
2 2 2
-COS/5L) +(8/3)(k//S) (1-COS/3L) ]
X = 2Si(^+y§ )L+2Si(^-^ ) L+cos2/2L[2Si(/5-/2 ) L-«-2Si (;5 + ^ )L
-Si(y8+/2 ) 2L-Si (^i5-/2 )2L]+sin2/3L[2cin(^+^ ) +2cin (^3-/5 )L





Total Turns = 2N
Figure 4 - APPROXIMATE ANTENNA GEOMETRY
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III. DESIGN METHOD FOR CONSTRUCTION
A. DESIGN METHOD
The radiation resistance for a folded dipole increases
approximately by the square of the number of folded
elements. Therefore for 5 elements R = 25 R (dipole)
rad rad
2
and from equation (H-11) R^12S0(L/;^) for a dipole. A
dipole may be modeled using a unipole over a perfectly
conducting ground plane and this technique is used here. It
can be shown that because a unipole only radiates in half
space, it has 1/2 the radiation resistance of a dipole.
2
Thus from this and equation (H-11) R ^640(L/-7) for a
H
monopole.
For the sake of simplicity of design and ease of testing
with currently available tactical radios, it was decided to
design an antenna with an input resistance of 50 ohms. As a
first approximation, the input resistance is assumed to be
equal to the radiation resistance plus the loss resistance
of the wire used to construct the antenna. If large wire is
used then the loss resistance can be kept small and
2




has a low radiation resistance, thus to satisfy the
condition above it was decided to design the antenna as a 5
element folded monopole.
2 2
Thus R.rf 25 (640 (L/7 ) = 16000(L/7)
The range of fregueLcies for this antenna was to be 30.0
- 76.0 MHZ, thus A = 10m - 3.95m substituting into eguation
1/2
(D-1) and solving for L gives ^(^^/''^OOO) = L = 22.01
inches for 30 MHZ and 8.69 inches for 76 MHZ.
Now that the basic length has been determined, it is now
necessary to determine the diameter and pitch of the helix.
Consider a single section of the folded nelical monopole as
shown in Figure 5. All 5 wire elements are shown and "P" is
called the pitch of the helix.
It has been shown experimentally [Ref. 21] that tne
optimum spacing between elements is 1.5 times the element
diameter. At this point any increase in element diameter to
reduce skin resistance is more than offset by an increase in
resistance due to proximity effects. Knowing this it is
found that P = 12. 5D . This means to determine the pitch,
wire
the optimum wire size must first be determined.
Eguation (H-11) assumed N >> 1 and NP = L. Using this
and Smiths relationship leads to D = L/(12.5N)
wire
The next logical guestion is for what range of values of N
is the approximation leading to eguation (H-11), valid?
Another method of stating this is at what minimum value of N
2 2
does [ (^N/iYJ-l] -2^ (UN/fT) . The answer to that depends on
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the amount of error that can be tolerated in the rough
design. It can be shown that for
error < 1% N > 159
error < 5% N > 33
error < 10% N > 17
Because this is an initial design reasonable error can
be tolerated in the interest of construction ease.
Therefore, N is chosen to be 22 which gives a pitch of 1
inch and a wire diameter of .08 inch. This means AWG 12
wire can be used, but for safety sake in keeping at least a
1.5 ratio between diameter and spacing AWG 13 wire was used.
To determine the helix diameter use equation (H-9) . For
proper systen compatibility with existing tactical VHF-FM
antennas, vertical polarization is chosen.
2 1/2
1 « Afi = 2PZ /{fYD) or D = OZ-iY) (2P 71/ AR)
As a practical matter, how great should AR be required
to be? From a practical point of view on the average, most
o
tactical VHF-FM antennas are at least 5 from true vertical
when they are in use. For this reason it is not necessary
to design for an AR which would yield vertical polarization
o






= tan (iTD) /2^'A
Which when sclved for D gives D = (V-tV) (2P;i tan8)
1/2
Thus for 76 MHZ and 8=5 ; D = 1.66 inches. For ease of
manufacture the diameter of 1.5 inches was chosen This
o o
gives 8 = 1.62 from vertical at 30 MHZ and 4.1 from
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vertical at 76 MHZ.
The specifications for the model to be tested are as
follows:
Length 22 inches
Number of turns 22
Helix diameter 1.5 inches
Pitch 1 inch
Wire size AWG 13
The length of the actual model was 24 inches. This was
done to allow for making a capacitive top hat and to allow
for experimental changes that might become necessary.
34

Figure 5 - SECTION OF ANTENNA
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fl. HP-67 CALCULATOR PROGRAM FOR INPUT lilPECANCE
In order to properly use this program, the following
data must be supplied and stored as directed: frequency in
Hz in register 1, length of the monopole in register 2,
radius of the form in register 3, the pitch of the helix in
register 4, 30.00 in register 5, 4/3 in register b,
6.283135308 in register 7, 5.3 1977420 lErIX- 10 in register D,
12.5 in register E,and 11811 in register I. The program and
data require two complete cards. The following are the
instructions for running the program;
1. Load side 2 of card 2 (data)
2. Load sides 1 and 2 of card 1 .
3. Input test values
a. frequency in Hz
b. length in inches
4. Begin the program by pressing A.
5. Insert side 1 of card 2 into the reader. (The program
will pause and read this card automatically.)
6. Press R/S for output in the following order (stack
review) 0,R,X,C.
7. Start over with step 2 for new test problem.
To solve for the radiation resistance, only card 2 is
needed. Read both sides of card 2.
1. Store monopole length.








KEY ENTBY KEl( C()DE STEP KEY ENTRY KEY CODE
f(LBL) C 31 25 13 031 h(f?) 1 35 71 01
RCL 8 34 08 1 01
RCL 9 34 09 h(f?) 35 71 00
+ 61 2 02
RCL 2 34 02 + 61
X 71 RCL 34 00
h(RTN) 35 22 h(X:^Y) 35 52
f (LBL) D 31 25 14 ii(y^ 35 63
RCL 8 34 08 h (last X) 35 82
RCL 9 34 09 040 *
•
81
- 51 h (lastx) 35 82




h(RTN) 35 22 1 01
g(LELf) a 32 25 11 CHS 42
00 RCL 1 34 01
STO 2 33 02
X
ii(y ) 35 63
RCL A 34 11 X 71
STO 33 00 STO + 2 33 61 02
h(f?) 1 35 71 01 050 9 09
STO 2 33 02 RCL 1 34 01
h(f?) 1 35 71 01 g (x=y) 32 51
1 01 GTO 1 22 01
h(f?) 35 71 00 1 01
00 STO + 1 33 61 01
STO 1 33 01 GTO fb 22 31 12
g(LBLf) b 32 25 12 f(LBL) 1 31 25 01
RCL 1 34 01 RCL 2 34 02
2 02 h (RTN) 35 22
X 71 060 f (LBL) A 31 25 11
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STEP KEY ENTEY KEY CODE
061 ECL 1 34 01
BCL D 34 14
X 71








STO 8 33 08
h (pause) 35 72
RCL 8 34 08
2
g(x ) 32 54
RCL 9 34 09
2
g(x ) 32 54
- 51
STO 33 00
080 h(SF) 35 51 00
f(GSB) C 31 22 13
STO A 33 11
f (p:^s) 31 42
g(GSB£) a 32 22 11
2 02
X 71
STO 3 33 03
h(CF) 35 61 00








































































STEP KE]f ENTBY KEY CODE



























































STEP KEY ENTRY KEY CODE
151 X 71
STO A 33 11
f(P:;^S) 31 42
h (rad) 35 42
f (sin) 31 62
X 71
RCL 7 34 07
RCL 8 34 8
+ 61
160 RCL 9 34 09
51
RCL fi 34 12
51
RCL A 34 11
f (COS) 31 63
X 71
+ 61
RCL 7 34 07
RCL 8 34 08
170 + 61
+ 61
STO C 33 13
RCL 3 34 03
RCL 4 34 04
51
RCL 5 34 05
51
RCL 6 34 06
+ 61
180 RCL A 34 11
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STEP KEY ENTRY KEY CODE
181 f (cos) 31 63






ECL 7 34 07
RCL 3 34 08
- 51
RCL 9 34 09
«• 61
RCL B 34 12
- 51
RCL A 34 11
f (sin) 31 62
X 71
+ 61
RCL 3 34 03
RCL 4 34 04
- 51
+ 61
f (P^S) 31 42
RCL 9 34 09
RCL 2 34 02
X 71
f (COS) 31 63
RCL 8 34 08
RCL 2 34 02
X 71
f (COS) 31 63
- 51
2
g(x ) 32 54












RCL 8 34 08
RCL 2 34 02
X 71





g(x ) 32 54
h (pause) 35 72






RCL 8 34 08
2
g(x ) 32 54
• 81
+ 61
RCL 9 34 09




STO A 33 11
40

STEP KEY ENTRY KEY CODE STEP KEY ENTRY KEY CODE
241 RCL C 34 13 271 h (1/x) 35 6 2
ii(x^y) 35 52 00
h(rad) 35 42 R 4, 35 53
g(-^P) 32 72 R/ S 84
RCL 5 34 05 g (stk) 32 84
RCL 8 34 08 R/ S 84
X 71 f (LB1>B 31 25
X 71 h (RCI) 35 34





g(x ) 32 54
RCL 8 34 08 SIO A 33 11
RCL 2 34 02 RCL 3 34 03
X 71
2
g(x ) 32 54
f (sin) 31 62 h(fr) 35 73
2
g(x ) 32 54 X 71
81 X 71
f (->R) 31 72
2
g(x ) 32 54
h(eng) 35 23 hCrr) 35 73
DSP 2 23 02 2 02
260 RCL E 34 15 290 X 71
X 71
2
g(x ) 34 54
h(x;^y) 35 52 X 71
RCL E 34 15 RCL A 34 11
X 71 RCL 4 34 04
t 41 X 71
t 41 + 61
RCL 1 34 01 RCL 2 34 02
X 71 RCL 4 34 04
RCL 7 34 07 81
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The model was constructed based on the design previously
given. A cylinder of 1.5 inch plumbing PVC tubing 2H inches
long was grooved five times for a helix of 1 inch pitch.
o
Ihe starting points were placed every 72 around the
cylinder, .25 inch from both the top and bottom of the
cylinder, .125 inch holes were drilled in each of the
grooves to allow the wire to enter and exit the form. AWG
13 bare copper wire was used for the antenna. All five
Hires were shorted at the top using a solid piece of printed
circuit board. Later this top snort was changed to a loop
of AWG 14 tinned copper wire. This change caused no change
in the results, but did facilitate making experimental
changes.
The antenna was mounted on a 6x5 foot 16 Ounce solid
copper ground plane. The ground plane was constructed by
placing 2 copper sheets 3x5 feet on a plywood platform 5x6
feet. The copper sheets were nailed to the plywood and
copper tape was used to make a good electrical connection
between the two sheets. The antenna was mounted in the
center of this ground plane and four of the antenna
conductors were soldered to the ground plane. The fifth
conductor was passed through an insulator to a coaxial






Figure 13 - SXPERIiiENTAL SET UP
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B. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The measurement or input impedance, resonant frequencies
and VSWR was accomplished using a Hewlett Packard 8405A
Vector Voltmeter. The experimental test set up is shown in
figure 10. As a result of the testing, several interesting
results were discovered which were not predicted from the
mathematical development.
a. The antenna exhibited very small real radiation
resistance.
b. The inductive reactance was not nearly as high as
predicted.
c. The lowest resonant frequency was 10 HEZ higher than
for which designed.
d. The antenna could be made to resonate properly only
by shorting the turns by physical touch.
It was found that the real part of the input impedance
was approximately 1.75 ohms using only the driven element.
This was close to the 2 ohm design. When the antenna was
excited using the driven element and the number three
element as a folded element the real part of the input
impedance increased to 6 ohms. This was just as the theory
predicted. As more folded elements were excited, the real
part of the radiation resistance began to decrease instead
of increasing as was predicted. This unexpected result
cannot be attributed to any drastic increase in ohmic
losses, but must be attributed to the proximity effect
discussed by Smith [ Ref . 22]. In his work Smith did not
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discuss the subject of input impedance directly, but was
mostly interested in finding an optimum value of d/D where d
= wire diameter and D = wire spacing. It was at this value
where the decrease in skin resistance loss due to using
larger wires would be just counteracted by the increase in
proximity losses because of the closer spacing.
It is well known that for a folded dipole to work, the
spacing between elements must be close. Array theory also
states that as the spacing between elements gets closer, tne
radiation resistance goes down. For many specific antennas
which have been thoroughly studied, guide values for element
spacing have been developed. For this antenna, no such
guide values exist. Based on the experimental results thus
far attained, it would appear that .OOOSA is too close and
.001^ may be satisfactory.
The antenna, as designed was to exhibit a very large
inductive reactance on the order of kiloohms. When tested,
it was found that the antenna exhibited a reactance whicn
was sometimes 0.1 times the predicted value. It is felt
that this effect was the cause of the antenna resonating off
freguency. Once again it is felt that the proximity effect
which alters the current distribution in systems of parallel
conductors was the cause. All the theory for this antenna
was based on all elements having egual uniform current
distributions. It is felt that the proximity effect
prevented this condition from existing by causing the
current distribution to be different from wire to wire.
It is felt that the reason the antenna could be properly
loaded when physically shorted by hand was that the human
body became part of the antenna, thus lengthening it. The
internal capacitance of the body also acted as a distributed





The initial design of this antenna did not approach the
characteristics predicted by the mathematics. This should
not, however, discourage further testing of similar designs.
Li [Ref. 15] did build and test a single frequency normal
mode 4 wire helical antenna. He used 300 ohm T. V. lead-in
wire and designed for 120 MHZ. Using T.V. lead-in, his
antenna was not bothered by proximity effects which caused
the failure of the design discussed here.
There are several directions future study could go,
Bailey [Ref. 3] showed how the input impedance of folded
dipoles using parallel elements and carrying opposite
currents varied greatly with element spacing. He also
showed that for the same element size, if ail the elements
carry current in the same direction, then the input
impedance is nearly independent of element spacing. This
should be investigated by driving all 5 elements directly.
Figure 11 was extrapolated from data given in the ARRL
Antenna Book [Ref. 2]. The degree of accuracy for very
small spacings is unknown. It is known that standard T.V.
lead-in uses AWG 12 or AWG 14 wire separated by about 0.5
inch to produce 300 ohm lead-in wire. It can be seen that
AMG 13 wire at 0.5 inch spacing gives approximately 315 ohms
input impedance. It is therefore assumed that the
extrapolation is good at least to this point. The lack of
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Li's success. Another may be that the antenna was made with
wire which had moderately high characteristic impedance.
Another direction for future study should be the use of
smaller wire such as AWG 22 spaced at 0.5 inch. This will
give high characteristic impedance as well as eliminating
the proximity effect. This would of course double the size
of the antenna.
Still another method of improving the imput impedance
characteristics of the antenna is to use a thin driven
element and large folded elements. This could be done by
using a combination of thin wire and copper tubing. If this
approach is taken then it will be necessary to increase the
diameter of the antenna to a minimum of 3 inches in order to
make smooth bends in the tubing. This will not change the
normal mode characteristics cf the antenna.
A final possibility to be studied is the effect of
combining any or all of the above mentioned techni>a[ues
.
Work on this style thin normal mode helical antenna
should not be abandoned. A similar model has been
demonstrated at a higher frequency. There is a pressing
need in the Army and Marine Corps for an electrically short
efficient antenna for the tactical VHF'FM radio system. If
the problems can be overcome, the system has tremendous
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